
coal hammer which he inflicted deliberately on his brow
while standing before a looking-glass. Instead of proving
fatal, as at first seemed inevitable, the shock and loss of
blood proved wonderfully calmative, the recovery was un
interrupted and the patient was discharged, apparently
well, within two months after the injury.'

Most entertaining are those sections dealing with the
causation of insanity. Extensive lists are provided in the
statistical tables, the early ones containing categories such
as 'disappointment in love', 'pecuniary losses', 'religious
excitement' and 'sun-stroke' (the last item confessed by

them to have been diagnosed in January), while the more
comprehensive later reports contain 'diseased leg', 'dis
appointment', 'domestic trials', 'fatigue with children',
'over-anxiety in business', 'over-work', 'excitement of
marriage' and 'want of work'. The sophistication of the

1870s brought main divisions into physical and moral
causesâ€”the latter including 'worry and overwork', 'dis
appointed affection' and 'mental over-exertion'. How
boring to have these all replaced by 'life events'. The evils

of masturbation do not escape censure and feature over a
period of many years: 'all the thoughts of the individual are

subordinate to this passion . . . habits of masturbation
usually exist in youths of a timid, pious and retiring dis
position but again it is possible that this disposition may be
the result of the vice ... the individual becomes absent-

minded, undetermined and easily discouraged, he has a
stupid shamed look and often a half foolish smile.'

Numerically, the most important causes considered were
'intemperance, hereditary disposition and previous
insanity.' Also thought to blame was life in the mid-1800s,
described thus: 'an objectless luxurious life, with frivolous

restless excitement, late hours and sensational reading
develops a nervous irritability which is but the first step
towards instability.'

Day to day psychiatric practice seemed fraught with the
same frustrations as today. Refusal to eat was mentioned
in 1822: 'One person refused to eat because he imagined

that he was going to be executed for the commission of
some capital crime and therefore it was quite unnecessary
for him to take any more food. Fortunately, he imagined
that the Physician was the Judge by whom he had been
condemned and by whom a remission of his punishment
might be granted. Accordingly, he daily, at the visit, fell on
his knees to implore a respite and he was daily respited on
condition that he would eat his dinnerâ€”which he then ate
very heartily.' Another melancholic similarly refused to eat
as she was 'pinned in thought'. Asylum life seemed more
adventurous, at least for some members of the staff: 'There

were several escapes this year (1871) but fortunately with

out any bad result. As there are no walls around the garden
and policies la word used in Scotland to describe "the
pleasure grounds around a mansion"] where the patients

work, and where hundreds of them walk daily, they can
easily get over or through the weak wooden fence. One
male patient while walking in the grounds suddenly started
off with two attendants in full pursuit. The Asylum is
situated about two miles distant from the River Clyde. He
got into the river, opposite the village of Govan, and where
it is rather broad and deep. Before they could overtake him
he boldly swam across the stream and then tried to hide
himself in the yard of a shipbuilder. There he was speedily
caught by the attendants who had rapidly crossed over in a
boat. He was none the worse for his attempt to escape and
has not suffered from it since.'

Malingering was recognized in 1817: 'candour compels

the Directors to admit that the comfortable accom
modation in the Asylum sometimes produces bad effects
on fostering habits of indolence and inducing the patients
to employ dishonest arts in order to prolong their stay,
after they seem fit for resuming their usual labours.'
Problems also existed with rehousing: 'A woman who had

been well for several months, remained for a month after
she was thought fit for going home, on various pretences,
the chief one being that her husband could not get a room
large enough for both, his present miserable hovel being
rather too small for himself; but on inquiry it was dis
covered that he was in no haste to find a proper place or to
take his wife home, which however, he was at last obliged
to do, very little to the satisfaction of either.'

Some of the ways our psychiatric forefathers looked at
and described disease appear at times quaint, entertaining,
or even downright funny. I do not think we can lose sight
of their contribution, their ideas influencing, and indeed
living on as ours, we ourselves only being part of the
evolving picture. The relevance of their observations has
remained and at times we may wonder how far we have
progressedâ€”this is true of medicine in general and
psychiatry in particular. The beauty of studying history is
that you can see, in the space of a morning, three genera
tions' contribution to a subject and obtain a comprehen

sive overview not available to an individual trapped in the
time scale of his own professional career. We can perhaps
learn from this the ability to stand back and look at our
selves, the way people will in one hundred years timeâ€”as
the poet Robert Burns (1759-1796) put it in his poem 'To
a Louse':

O wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us

To see oursels as others see us!

Training in Community Psychiatry
The Executive Committee of the Section for Social and

Community Psychiatry has set up a working party to look
at training in social and community psychiatry at registrar
and senior registrar level. Professor E. S. Paykel, Chair

man of the Section for Social and Community Psychiatry
(at the College address), will be convening the working
party and would like to receive comments on any aspect of
this topic.
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